IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
01 MARKS QUESTIONS.
























What do you mean by Data & Information?
What is difference between Data & Information?
Define ICT?
Definition of Information Technology?
What is Note pad and word pad?
Define Word Processor?
Define Mail merge?
What is Ms Word?
What is hyperlink?
Define list and bullets in MS word?
Define Tool Bar in MS word?
What is Ms PowerPoint?
What is Slide Show in Ms PowerPoint?
Define Slides in PowerPoint?
What is computer networking?
Define Lan and Wan?
Basic components used in networking?
Define internet?
What is www?
Define CAI?
Define CML?
What is Search engine?
Define web Browser?

03 Marks Questions












Describe the Scope of ICT in Education?
What are the various Strengths and weakness of ICT in education?
How ICT is useful in teaching and learning?
What are various text formatting commands in MS Word?
How mail Merge works in Ms Word?
What is check spell and thesaurus in Ms Word?
What are various Table and picture commands ?
How PowerPoint is helpful in education ?
How to apply animations and starts slide show in PowerPoint?
What is hyperlinks and how to hyperlinks slides in ms PowerPoint?
How to design a slide by using design templates?
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04 Marks Questions:








Difference between Lan & Wan?
How networking is helpful in class room teaching?
What is www and various components of WWW?
What are the various uses of CAI?
Explain the characteristics of CML?
How search engine works in searching contents on web?
What are various ethical aspects of using information in web?

08 Marks questions:







What are computer Networking and various components of computer networking?
What are the various services provided by Internet in education and how it is helpful in teachinglearning process?
How computer assisted instruction is helpful in teaching-learning process in education?
What are the main characteristics and functions of CML and how it is helpful for students?
Describe the various Internet resources to education.
How search engines are helpful in solving problems related to education?
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